
It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
Yes, I wrote an article about women’s anger that was published in Gen Rise Media (then 
called Lune Magazine). I also wrote about my love of science for the International Youth 
Neuroscience Association: https://youthneuro.org/about/blog/ (my piece is blog post #4).

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your poem? 

“The Photograph” is a piece about an imaginary photo, inspired by a real romantic 
relationship I was in recently. 
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
I like LOVE Park, since that’s where a lot of rallies and marches and protests take place. I am an 
activist and I always feel a sense of empowerment and unity with the other protesters at such 
events. I love how powerful people can be when they work together for a cause!

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
Besides writing and neuroscience, I also love math, especially linear algebra. 

What are you currently reading? 
Other pieces in Philly Storied City. I also recently read a New Yorker article about a newly 
discovered shape that naturally occurs in nature: the scutoid. It looks like a twisted prism with a 
corner cut off. Epithelial cells are scutoids and this helps them pack together tightly. 

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
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I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
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Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
I have not, this has been a really exciting experience to me!

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your poem? 

This poem has a fictional narrator. The antagonist is based very loosely on a real person I’ve 
met, but no one was harmed in the making or inspiration for this poem.

Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
Cherry Street Pier, the view is incredible! Also Yummy Yummy, a tiny 10th Street quick-bite 
and bubble tea restaurant located just past the Greyhound station in Chinatown.
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What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
 was a traveling dragon boat steerer to help pay for college. I used to keep my life vest in my 
dorm room and brought it aboard planes as my personal item.

What are you currently reading? 
Nothing currently, but The Black Count and An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States 
were my top two that I read in 2020 that left a lasting impact on my worldview.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
I’ve never been professionally published before. I’m so excited for Short Édition to be giving 
me this opportunity.

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

I originally imagined this as a longer story, at least a novella if not a full length novel. The 
more I fleshed it out, the less the pay-off worked. It took a little while for me to accept that 
the whole thing could be a single scene, but I think that is all that is necessary.

Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
The Rosenbach makes Philly the best city certainly in the country, possibly anywhere.  
When the world is open I attend as many of their programs as possible
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What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
In addition to writing I have an instrumental band called Pleated Gazelle. It’s generally genre-
free, there’s jazz, asian folk, classical piano, progressive rock, blues, - generally whatever feels 
right at the time. I’ve written the music for the Rosenbach’s virtual programs Sundays With 
Dracula and Sundays With Frankenstein.

What are you currently reading? 
Like most avid readers I’m always reading more than one thing at a time. On deck right now I 
have a Dave Brubeck biography, McSweeneys #62, and for the next 15 weeks I’ll be rereading 
Frankenstein for Sundays With Frankenstein.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
I’ve been published in a few literary magazines, but Interview with my Memories was actually 
my first published poem. I submitted it to my university’s undergraduate literary magazine, 
Maya, and I was so happy my writing resonated with people! I’m now the president of that 
magazine, and I’m glad I took that first step to put my writing out there. 

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your poem? 

This poem was inspired by the feeling of nostalgia. I thought about what it might be like to 
capture childhood memories in a piece, and then I thought about a unique way of doing so. 
The interview format came naturally as I began experimenting with different formats, and it 
eventually became the center of the piece.  
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
My favorite spot in Philly is the Free Library of Philadelphia. I often visit the Parkway Central 
branch since it’s a quick and pleasant walk from University City. I love the feeling of being 
surrounded by history. 

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I’m an avid comic book reader! I’ve been keeping up with new issues every Wednesday since 
middle school.

What are you currently reading? 
I’m currently reading The Fifth Season by N.K. Jemisin. 

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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  “The Ding”
Betty Layberger  



It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
 In professional Journal

 
What was the inspiration behind or 
what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

Started out as a writing class assignment, 
kept suggested character name,  then 
finished on my own. I LOVE thrift shops!

Where is your favorite spot in 
Philly? 

Gazebo at the Art Museum

What’s something your readers 
wouldn’t know about you? 

I’m OLD!

What are you currently reading? 
The Searchers by Tana French

Betty Layberger



It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

Sarah Billings is a playwright, theatre artist, and educator 
in Philadelphia. She is a co-founder of Worthy Tales 
Magazine, a quarterly publication of new, interesting 
fiction and poetry in the tradition of the old sci-fi and 
fantasy pulp magazines.

Sarah Billings 

Lives in: Center City

From: North Carolina

“The Day a New Planet 
Appeared in the Sky”

Sarah Billings 



It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
More of my poetry and fiction can be found in Worthy Tales Magazine, a print magazine 
which I founded with my partner last year, but this is my first time having a poem published 
by a selection committee that doesn’t include me!

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your poem? 

I wrote “The Day a New Planet Appeared in the Sky” to send in a card to my friend Harrison 
last summer. More often than not, I write my poems for a specific person. I try to give someone 
an experience that they will enjoy in a poem - a surprising story, or something that will make 
that person laugh, or feel cared about.

Sarah Billings 



beatia prorehendi beatem fugit evellori officit atecaeped et ilit quatur anietur, cum fugia acitet, sequias sin es voloribeat ilisitiosam rere-
hent hicipsanda voluptatia ne comnimi, non et ipit perate volor aute consedictur sapis estiati nctate conse ipiscim quam volorat ommo-
lupta quia sequunt ommost ut molore vid min nest, que quia viditae mostis as et earuntur sitio que corroris maximus aut illant, amen-
turepuda pedi corrum ate cum ut mil is ad que ipsunt landi aut etus.Urionsed ute latenih ictio. Offictecti ut ut et explam ea qui am, etur, 
ullia dolo ea vendus, inctorati te nonseque volore doloratur assitat uriande voluptatis de de ipsanihil intiamus asimpor esseratusam, 
quae vel in placcab iderumq uiduntur asserest rem aliquis eum faccates etum quistru ntioremquo vidempore endi qui volorum ut qui-
ducietur, idebit fugia venist aborepta quam, optisitibus.Optur? Eperibus et ra veria delit et odsequiae et officta doluptat voles aria cones 
deratur, sandae lignis ullis veritiu scitatqui quas earum volor aut pore, sitas as eate doluptas dolum quidunt eum quatius sum in necers-
pis cum conemqu iderum estinct atibus eaquati onetumet volore ventotae. Uptat.
Rum nullabo. Ut officimus, quos aut velitatios dercipsandel mo moluptat quae. Nam quaes natempo rernatusam rem vent. beatia prore-
hendi beatem fugit evellori officit atecaeped et ilit quatur anietur, cum fugia acitet, sequias sin es voloribeat ilisitiosam rerehent hicip-
sanda voluptatia ne comnimi, non et ipit perate volor aute consedictur sapis estiati nctate conse ipiscim quam volorat ommolupta quia 
sequunt ommost ut molore vid min nest, que quia viditae mostis as et earuntur sitio que corroris maximus aut illant, amenturepuda 
pedi corrum ate cum ut mil is ad que ipsunt landi aut etus.Urionsed ute latenih ictio. Offictecti ut ut et explam ea qui am, etur, ullia 
dolo ea vendus, inctorati te nonseque volore doloratur assitat uriande voluptatis de de ipsanihil intiamus asimpor esseratusam, quae vel 
in placcab iderumq uiduntur asserest rem aliquis eum faccates etum quistru ntioremquo vidempore endi qui volorum ut quiducietur, 
idebit fugia venist aborepta quam, optisitibus.Optur? Eperibus et ra veria delit et odsequiae et officta doluptat voles aria cones deratur, 
sandae lignis ullis veritiu scitatqui quas earum volor aut pore, sitas as eate doluptas dolum quidunt eum quatius sum in necerspis cum 
conemqu iderum estinct atibus eaquati onetumet volore ventotae. Uptat.
Rum nullabo. Ut officimus, quos aut velitatios dercipsandel mo moluptat quae. Nam quaes natempo rernatusam rem vent.
ad que ipsunt landi aut etus.Urionsed ute latenih ictio. Offictecti ut ut et explam ea qui am, etur, ullia dolo ea vendus, inctorati te nonse-
que volore doloratur assitat uriande voluptatis de de ipsanihil intiamus asimpor esseratusam, quae vel in placcab iderumq uiduntur 
asserest rem aliquis eum faccates etum quistru ntioremquo vidempore endi qui volorum ut quiducietur, idebit fugia venist aborepta 
quam, optisitibus.Optur? Eperibus et ra veria delit et odsequiae et officta doluptat voles aria cones deratur, sandae lignis ullis veritiu 
scitatqui quas earum volor aut pore, sitas as eate doluptas dolum quidunt eum quatius sum in necerspis cum conemqu iderum estinct 
atibus eaquati onetumet volore ventotae. Uptat.
Rum nullabo. Ut officimus, quos aut velitatios dercipsandel mo moluptat quae. Nam quaes natempo rernatusam rem vent.

Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
I miss seeing movies at the Ritz movie theatres in Old City and the Philadelphia Film Center. Right 
now, I love just walking around between different parts of the city. There are a lot of historical 
buildings from different eras coexisting here, and even the streets have different textures. It’s 
beautiful.

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I love Marlene Dietrich. My favorite films of hers are Blonde Venus and The Blue Angel.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT
Sarah Billings 
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deratur, sandae lignis ullis veritiu scitatqui quas earum volor aut pore, sitas as eate doluptas dolum quidunt eum quatius sum in necers-
pis cum conemqu iderum estinct atibus eaquati onetumet volore ventotae. Uptat.
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hendi beatem fugit evellori officit atecaeped et ilit quatur anietur, cum fugia acitet, sequias sin es voloribeat ilisitiosam rerehent hicip-
sanda voluptatia ne comnimi, non et ipit perate volor aute consedictur sapis estiati nctate conse ipiscim quam volorat ommolupta quia 
sequunt ommost ut molore vid min nest, que quia viditae mostis as et earuntur sitio que corroris maximus aut illant, amenturepuda 
pedi corrum ate cum ut mil is ad que ipsunt landi aut etus.Urionsed ute latenih ictio. Offictecti ut ut et explam ea qui am, etur, ullia 
dolo ea vendus, inctorati te nonseque volore doloratur assitat uriande voluptatis de de ipsanihil intiamus asimpor esseratusam, quae vel 
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idebit fugia venist aborepta quam, optisitibus.Optur? Eperibus et ra veria delit et odsequiae et officta doluptat voles aria cones deratur, 
sandae lignis ullis veritiu scitatqui quas earum volor aut pore, sitas as eate doluptas dolum quidunt eum quatius sum in necerspis cum 
conemqu iderum estinct atibus eaquati onetumet volore ventotae. Uptat.
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Rum nullabo. Ut officimus, quos aut velitatios dercipsandel mo moluptat quae. Nam quaes natempo rernatusam rem vent.

What are you currently reading? 
Immodest Acts by Judith C. Brown, a nonfiction book about Benedetta Carlini, a nun living in 
Italy in the 1600s who allegedly received supernatural visions from God, and how she was put 
under investigation by the clergy when her visions became suspicious and began to contradict 
scripture and disrupt clerical order. In the chapter I just finished, she had the whole convent come 
together to arrange a marriage ceremony for herself and Jesus Christ. Last year, I was reading 
the Book of Margery Kempe and the writings of Dame Julian of Norwich, two other Christian 
mystics who lived much earlier than Benedetta. So far, it seems like Benedetta’s experiences 
and motivations were very different than theirs. I haven’t finished the book yet, but I don’t think 
Benedetta is going to come out of the investigations with her good standing intact.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

Kathy Anderson is the author of the short story collection 
Bull and Other Stories (Autumn House Press, 2016), 
finalist for Publishing Triangle’s Edmund White Award for 
Debut Fiction and Lambda Literary Awards. She lives in 
Philadelphia, PA.
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It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
My short story collection, Bull and Other Stories, was published by Autumn House Press. 
Other stories have been published in magazines and journals in the UK, Spain, and across 
the US—some are available on my website: kathyandersonwriter.com      

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

It was a real challenge to write this big emotional story in only a few words and images. Every 
single sentence had to pack a punch—why very short stories are so hard to write and why I 
love them so much.

Kathy Anderson  
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
Schuylkill River Trail

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I’m a tiny bit psychic.

What are you currently reading? 
I recommend to everyone Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson. 
Next up on my giant stack: Lilli de Jong, a novel set in 19th century Philly, by Janet Benton.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
Yes, my short stories have been published in Schuylkill Valley Journal, Philadelphia Stories, 
and Peregrine Journal. My essays have appeared in The Philadelphia Inquirer and the 
Swarthmorean.           

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

I wrote “The Corner Bar Read-In” with the writing workshop I lead in January 2020. I gave a 
prompt which was based on photos of people. I chose one of a woman in a golden sweater 
and a man wearing work boots while reading on a love seat. Their ensuing dialogue turned 
into this story.

Louise Bierig 
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
I actually haven’t been into the city since December 31, 2019, because of Covid. But New Year’s 
Eve 2019 my son and I went to the Macy’s Dickens Village, which, for lovers of The Christmas 
Carol, is a very fun place to tour. Then we caught the last showing of the famous Wanamaker 
light show. After that we headed down to Chinatown for a great dinner at Ray’s Cafe.

One place I really like in Philadelphia is Ben Franklin’s Privy Pit. I remember seeing that on my 
first visit to Philadelphia, and it completely cracked me up that the city would memorialize 
what was essentially a famous person’s toilet. When I first lived here, I would take everyone who 
visited to see it. And then we’d have lunch at Ray’s Cafe.

I also really love the Free Library of Philadelphia.
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What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I have hosted open mic events in every city I’ve ever lived: Iowa City, Berkeley, and Philadelphia 
(at the now-closed Robin’s Books).

What are you currently reading? 
I am currently trying to read several books. Unfortunately, I’m short on time and having trouble 
keeping any of them open for long. The pile includes: The Once and Future Witches, A Swim in 
the Pond in the Rain, Reading Like a Writer, and Bodie’s Gold.
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little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
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whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
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aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
No! This is my first one besides articles with my college’s newspaper, and I’m absolutely over 
the moon about it.  

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

The events of this story kinda sorta happened to me when I was in middle school. All the 
characters were friends of mine and I remember being in a similar situation of dealing with a 
friend’s heartbreak. I wanted to capture the goofy spirit of dealing with emotion that comes 
with being a middle schooler and the care-free, whirlwind feeling of being young.
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
There’s so many of them but one that comes to mind is Clark Park in West Philly. I have so many 
memories there and it’s super beautiful if you want a break from the city for a little bit. 

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I’ve been doing yoga for about 2-3 years and I absolutely love it. It’s something that really relaxes 
me and gets me into the right headspace.

What are you currently reading? 
All Families are Psychotic by Douglas Coupland! I’m in awe of his ability to write well-rounded 
characters and the situations he puts them in are super funny and interesting. 

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it. I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere 
that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place 
had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of 
course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Have you been published before? 
No, this is the first time I’ve been published. Thank you for this opportunity and I’m excited 
to continue to explore publishing my poetry. 

 What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your poems? I heard poet Kevin Young say on an New Yorker Poetry 
Podcast episode that writing poetry is like trying to put a ghost on paper. That statement 
really stuck with me. I feel that my poetry is about how the ghosts/imaginations of others 
affect my life.
Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 

My favorite spot is Uncle Bobbie’s coffee shop. I live close to it, and before the pandemic I hung 
out there several times a week. It’s been hard to drive by knowing that I just can’t hang out 
there for hours anymore. But sitting on the benches outside is still lovely.
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What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
That I collect typewriters and write all my poems on typewriters first. It’s freeing to be able to 
write and create the form as you go without a computer telling you to correct your spelling and 
formatting. I love the sound and the feel.

What are you currently reading? 
I’m currently reading Parable of the Sower by Octavia Butler, Finding Your North Star by Martha 
Beck, and Research Methods in Library and Information Science by Lynn Silipigni Connaway and 
Marie L.Radford. I’m currently in grad school getting my Masters of Library Science degree to be 
a librarian.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years 
ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and 
whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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Have you been published before? 
I have work in Tin House, Glimmer Train, The Sun, and others.  My collection of fifty short 
stories, The Origin of Doubt (Press 53) was a 2019 Lambda Literary Award finalist.

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you like to share with 
readers about your story? 

I’m always fascinated by what strangers who are forced to act in uncomfortable circumstances 
say and don’t say.  I also love the story of the Trojan Horse, as well as Monty Python’s spoof 
on it, where the British forget to put the soldiers in their “Trojan Rabbit” before offering it to 
the French.

Nathan Alling Long 
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Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
Wissahickon Creek area.  I go there every day and walk through the woods with my dogs.  It 
reminds me of the hills where I grew up in Appalachia.

What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
I secretly identify as the lesbians in the story.

What are you currently reading? 
I’m reading Ocean Vuong’s On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous, a memoir-like novel of Vietnamese 
mother and son living in the US.

Sophie Greer

It was real cold that night, not just Miami cold, and it was late. I’d had to wait until the girls were asleep to go out into the pre-Christmas 
lunacy of the mall because my wife and I were keeping up the Santa story as long as possible, trying to maintain some sort of parental 
leverage in our chaotic household. I was almost home, going a little too fast through the thick, tree-covered dark, and I looked down for 
a second to adjust the unfamiliar controls of the car’s heater. That’s when I felt the sickening thump. 
I hit the brakes and pulled over, disgusted because I knew to be more careful in our neighborhood, with its kamikaze cats and unlea-
shed dogs, which sometimes included our own. I took a deep breath and got out of the car. 
I saw nothing at first, but then spotted a shadow several yards back. My shoulders got heavy and I steeled myself as I walked toward it, 
not looking directly at the lump on the road until I was almost on top of it.
I realized it was an iguana. The iguanas were everywhere that year, the latest in Miami’s endless parade of invading hordes. Depending 
on which of my asshole neighbors you asked, the place had already been overrun and ruined by New Yorkers, German tourists, Cubans, 
Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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Have you been published before? 
Yes, in a few online magazines such as Hobart Pulp and Peach 
Mag.

 
What was the inspiration behind or what would you 
like to share with readers about your story? 

Maybe I’ve spent too much time baking in the sun in my life, but 
I often write about the ocean or other bodies of water. There’s... 
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something perspective-bearing about their immensity, sure, but it’s also that we need to 
dredge up the bottom of them fairly often, either because we’ve polluted them so badly or 
to try to keep them precisely where they are, since a coastline inching in is an unmanageable 
thing to a world that’s found itself so civilized. This story explores -- hopefully -- the erosion 
under the surface.

Where is your favorite spot in Philly? 
Toss up between Tattooed Mom around 5pm on a Wednesday or South Bowl for league night 
on Tuesdays. It’s been a long year without these places and the people that make them so 
fun.

Sam Price
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What’s something your readers wouldn’t know about you? 
Once I was in a McDonald’s where some high school aged kid was doing a job interview at a 
table near me. The manager asked him what the most important thing at McDonald’s was. 
Without missing a beat the kid said, “The cheeseburgers.” Stuffing my face with a cheeseburger, 
I thought, dang, great answer. The manager said, in an incredibly disapproving tone, “No. It’s the 
customers.” But I, the customer, was only there for the cheeseburger? That’s something about 
me, I guess: I’m usually there for the burger (see: Tattooed Mom).

What are you currently reading? 
I’ve been hooked on western novels recently. Warlock and Lonesome Dove both blew me away. 
Now I’m working through the rest of the Lonesome Dove series.

Sophie Greer
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Russian criminals, or homosexuals. It’s all nonsense, of course. The truth is that everyone here is from somewhere else. Even the ground 
is just a few feet of landfill, brought in a hundred years ago to make a city out of a swamp. Nobody and nothing has deep roots. They 
aren’t possible. That’s why we all attack each other and whoever comes after us—so we can feel like we have a right to claim our own 
little piece of this temporary paradise. 
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